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Thermal Radiation and Chemical Reaction Effects on
Steady Convective Slip Flow with Uniform Heat and Mass
Flux in the Presence of Ohmic Heating and a Heat Source

Gnaneswara Reddy Machireddy1

Abstract: This study deals with the investigation of the effects exerted by heat ra-
diation and a first-order chemical reaction on the magnetohydrodynamics boundary
layer slip flow which is established past a vertical permeable surface embedded in a
porous medium (with uniform heat and mass flux). The heat equation includes the
relevant terms, i.e. the viscous dissipation, radiative heat flux, Ohmic dissipation,
and absorption of radiation. The mass transfer equation takes into account the ef-
fects related to the chemically reactive species. A classical model for optically thin
media is used for studying the effect of radiation. The resulting non-linear coupled
partial differential equations are solved by a perturbation technique. The results
show that the velocity, temperature and concentration fields are appreciably influ-
enced by the presence of chemical reactions, thermal stratification and the imposed
magnetic field. The effects of various parameters on the skin-friction coefficient
are also assessed.

Keywords: Thermal radiation, MHD, Ohmic heating, Slip flow, Chemical reac-
tion, Uniform heat and mass flux.

1 Introduction

Convective flow with simultaneous heat and mass transfer under the influence of a
magnetic field and a chemical reaction have attracted a considerable attention of re-
searchers because such processes exist in many branches of science and technology.
Possible applications of this type of flow can be found in many industries viz. in the
chemical industry, cooling of nuclear reactors and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
power generators. Free convection flow occurs frequently in nature. It occurs not
only due to temperature difference, but also due to concentration difference or com-
bination of these two. Many transport processes exist in industrial applications in
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which the simultaneous heat and mass transfer occur as a result of combined buoy-
ancy effects of diffusion of chemical species. Free convection flows in a porous
media with chemical reaction have wide applications in geothermal and oil reser-
voir engineering as well as in chemical reactors of porous structure. Moreover,
considerable interest has been evinced in radiation interaction with convection and
chemical reaction for heat and mass transfer in fluids. This is due to the significant
role of thermal radiation in the surface heat transfer when convection heat transfer
is small, particularly, in free convection problems involving absorbing– emitting
fluids. Khair and Bejan (1985) studied heat and mass on flows past an isothermal
flat plate. Lin and Wu (1995) analyzed combined heat and mass transfer by laminar
natural convection from a vertical plate. Yin (1999) studied numerically the force
convection effect on magnetohydrodynamics heat and mass transfer of a continu-
ously moving permeable surface. Acharya et al. (1999) have studied heat and mass
transfer over an accelerating surface with heat source in the presence of suction
and blowing. Gnaneswara Reddy and Bhaskar Reddy (2011) analyzed the mass
transfer and heat generation effects on MHD free convection flow past an inclined
vertical surface in a porous medium.

It is well known that the boundary condition for a viscous fluid at a solid wall obeys
no-slip condition, i.e., the fluid velocity matches the velocity of the solid boundary.
However, in many practical applications, the particle adjacent to a permeable sur-
face no longer takes the velocity of the surface but the particle at the surface has a
finite tangential velocity which slips along the surface. The flow regime is called
a slip-flow regime, and this effect cannot be neglected. Sharma and Chaudhury
(2003) studied the effect of variable suction on transient free convective viscous
incompressible flow past a vertical plate in a slip-flow regime. Hayat et al. (2002)
investigated the flow of an elastico-viscous fluid past an infinite wall with time-
dependent suction.

Many processes in new engineering areas take place at high temperatures and
knowledge of radiation heat transfer becomes very important for the design of the
pertinent equipment. Recent developments in hypersonic flights, nuclear power
plant gas turbines and various propulsion devices for aircraft, missiles, satellites
and space vehicles have focused attention of researchers on thermal radiation as a
mode of energy transfer, and emphasized the need for inclusion of radiative trans-
fer in these processes. The study of radiation effects on the various types of flow is
quite complicated. The interaction of radiation with mixed convection flow past a
vertical plate was investigated by Hossain and Takhar (1996). Seddeek (2002) ex-
amined the effect of radiation and variable viscosity on unsteady force convection
flows in the presence of an align magnetic field. Aydin and Kaya (2008) stuided
the effect of radiation on MHD mixed convection flow about a permeable vertical
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plate. Gnaneswara Reddy (2012) analyzed Thermal radiation and viscous dissipa-
tion effects on MHD marangoni convection flow over a permeable flat surface with
heat generation/absorption Very recently, Gnaneswara Reddy (2013) investigated
the influence of thermal radiation, viscous dissipation and hall current on MHD
convection flow over a stretched vertical flat plate.

In order to transform cheaper raw materials to high value products, the raw materi-
als are made to undergo chemical reaction in all industrial chemical process. Such
chemical transformations take place in a reactor. The reactor plays an important
role of bringing reactants into intimate contact and providing an appropriate envi-
ronment for adequate time and allowing the removal of finished products. Thus we
are particularly interested in cases in which diffusion and chemical reaction occur
at roughly the same speed. The study of heat generation or absorption effects in
moving fluids is important in view of several physical problems such as fluids un-
dergoing exothermic or endothermic chemical reactions. Thus in many industrial
processes involving flow and mass transfer over a moving surface, the diffusing
species can be generated or absorbed due to some kind of chemical reaction with
the ambient fluid which can greatly affect the flow and hence the properties and
quality of the final product. Processes involving the mass transfer effect have long
been recognized as important principally in chemical processing equipments. Kan-
dasamy et al. (2005) investigated the effects of chemical reaction, heat source and
thermal stratification on heat and mass transfer in MHD flow over a vertical stretch-
ing surface. Ghaly and Seddeek (2004) have investigated the effect of chemical
reaction, heat and mass transfer on laminar flow along a semi-infinite horizontal
plate with temperature dependent viscosity. Recently, Gnaneswara Reddy (2013)
studied chemically reactive species and radiation effects on MHD convective flow
past a moving vertical cylinder.

In all the above investigations, the effect of Ohmic heating are not considered in
the problem of coupled heat and mass transfer in the presence of magnetic field.
However, it is more realistic to include Ohmic effect in order to explore the impact
of the magnetic field on the thermal transport in the boundary layer. The effect
of Ohmic heating on the MHD free convective heat transfer has been examined
by Hossain (1992) for a Newtonian fluid. Abo-Eldahab and Abd El-Aziz (2004)
studied the effect of Ohmic heating on mixed convection boundary layer flow of a
micropolar fluid from a rotating cone by considering power law variation in surface
temperature. Chaudhary et al. (2006) have analyzed the effect of radiation on heat
transfer in MHD mixed convection flow with simultaneous thermal and mass dif-
fusion from an infinite vertical plate with viscous dissipation and Ohmic heating.
Abd El-Aziz (2007) studied the effect of Ohmic heating on combined heat and mass
transfer of viscous incompressible fluid having temperature dependent viscosity as
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well as thermal conductivity in MHD three-dimensional flow over a stretching sur-
face. The problem of combined heat and mass transfer of an electrically conducting
fluid in MHD natural convection adjacent to a vertical surface is analyzed by Chen
(2004) by taking into account the effects of Ohmic heating and viscous dissipation
but neglected chemical reaction of the species. Very recently, thermal radiation and
chemical reaction effects on MHD mixed convective boundary layer slip flow in a
porous medium with heat source and Ohmic heating is analyzed by Gnaneswara
Reddy (2014).

Thus the present investigation is concerned with the study of MHD and Ohmic heat-
ing in steady two-dimensional boundary layer slip flow of a viscous incompressible
dissipating fluid past a vertical permeable plate with the diffusion of species in the
presence of thermal radiation incorporating first-order chemical reaction with uni-
form heat and mass flux. The classical model introduced by Cogley et al. (1968) is
used for the radiation effect as it has the merit of simplicity and enables us to intro-
duce linear term in temperature in the analysis for optically thin media. The effects
of various physical parameters on the velocity, temperature and concentration pro-
files as well as on local skin-friction coefficient are discussed. Validation of the
analysis has been performed by comparing the present results with those available
in the open literature (2000) and a very good agreement has been established.

2 Mathematical Formulation

Consider the steady two-dimensional laminar boundary layer flow of a viscous in-
compressible electrically conducting and heat absorbing fluid past a semi-infinite
vertical permeable plate embedded in a uniform porous medium which is subject to
slip boundary condition, uniform heat and mass flux. The x∗-axis is along the plate
and y∗ is perpendicular to the plate. It is assumed that there exists a homogeneous
chemical reaction of first-order with rate constant Rbetween the diffusing species
and the fluid. The concentration of the diffusing species is very small in com-
parison to other chemical species, the concentration of species far from the wall,
C∞, is infinitesimally small and hence the Soret and Dufour effects are neglected.
The chemical reactions are taking place in the flow and all thermo-physical proper-
ties are assumed to be constant except density in the buoyancy terms of the linear
momentum equation which is approximated according to the Boussinesq approx-
imation. It is also assumed that viscous and electrical dissipation are negligible.
A uniform transverse magnetic field of magnitude B0 is applied in the presence
of radiation and concentration buoyancy effects in the direction of y∗-axis. The
transversely applied magnetic field and magnetic Reynolds number are assumed to
be very small so that the induced magnetic field and the Hall effect are negligible.
It is assumed that the porous medium is homogeneous and present everywhere in
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local thermodynamic equilibrium. Rest of properties of the fluid and the porous
medium are assumed to be constant. The governing equations for this investigation
are based on the balances of mass, linear momentum, energy and concentration
species. Taking into consideration these assumptions, the equations that describe
the physical situation can be written in Cartesian frame of references, as follows:

Continuity Equation:

dv∗

dy∗
= 0 (1)

i.e. v∗ =−v0 (Constant) (2)

d p∗

dy∗
= 0⇒ p∗ is independent of y∗ (3)

Momentum Equation:

ρv∗
du∗

dy∗
= µ

d2u∗

dy∗2 +gβ (T ∗−T∞)+gβ
∗ (C∗−C∞)−σB2

0u∗− µ

K∗
u∗ (4)

Energy Equation:

ρcpv∗
dT ∗

dy∗
= α

d2T ∗

dy∗2 +µ

(
du∗

dy∗

)2

− ∂q∗r
∂y∗

+σB2
0u∗

2−Q0 (T ∗−T∞)+Q∗1 (C
∗−C∞)

(5)

Mass Diffusion Equation:

v∗
dC∗

dy∗
= D

d2C∗

dy∗2 −R(C∗−C∞) (6)

where x∗, y∗ are the dimensional distances along and perpendicular to the plate,
respectively. g is the gravitational acceleration, T ∗ is the dimensional temperature
of the fluid near the plate, T∞ is the free stream dimensional temperature, K∗ is the
permeability of the porous medium, C∗ is the dimensional concentration, C∞ is the
free stream dimensional concentration. β and β ∗ are the thermal and concentration
expansion coefficients, respectively. p∗ is the pressure, cp is the specific heat of
constant pressure, µ is viscosity of the fluid, q∗r is the radiative heat flux, ρ is the
density, σ is the magnetic permeability of the fluid, v0 is the constant suction veloc-
ity, ν is the kinematic viscosity, D is the molecular diffusivity, Q0 is the dimensional
heat absorption coefficient, Q∗1 is the coefficient of proportionality of the absorp-
tion of the radiation and R is the chemical reaction parameter. u∗ and v∗ are the
components of dimensional velocities along x∗ and y∗ directions, respectively, α is
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the fluid thermal diffusivity. The second and third terms on RHS of the momentum
equation (4) denote the thermal and concentration buoyancy effects, respectively.
Also second and fourth terms on the RHS of energy equation (5) represents the
viscous dissipation and Ohmic dissipation, respectively. The third and fifth term on
the RHS of Eq. (5) denote the inclusion of the effect of thermal radiation and heat
absorption effects, respectively.

The radiative heat flux is given by [Cogley, Vincenty and Gilles (1968)]

∂q∗r
∂y∗

= 4(T ∗−T∞) I′ (7)

where I′ =
∞∫
0

Kλw
∂ebλ

∂T ∗ dλ , Kλw is the absorption coefficient at the wall and ebλ is

Planck’s function.

Under these assumptions, the appropriate boundary conditions for velocity involv-
ing slip flow, temperature and concentration fields are defined as

u∗ = u∗slip =

√
k1

α1

du∗

dy∗
,

∂T ∗

∂y
=−q′

k
,

∂C∗

∂y
=− j′′

D
at y = 0 (8)

u∗→ 0, T ∗→ T∞, C∗→C∞ as y→ ∞ (9)

where Cw and Tw are the wall dimensional concentration and temperature, respec-
tively. k1 is the permeability of the porous medium, α1 is the porous parameter, k is
the thermal conductivity q′ is the constant heat flux at the plate and j′′ is the mass
flux per unit area.

Introducing the following non-dimensional quantities

y =
v0y∗

ν
, u =

u∗

v0
, Gr =

gβν2
(

q′
kv0

)
v3

0
, Gm =

gβ ∗ν2
(

j′′
Dv0

)
v3

0
, M2 =

σB2
0v2

v2
0µ

,

K =
K∗v2

0
v2 , Pr =

µcp

α
, F =

4νI′

ρcpv2
0
, ϕ =

Q0ν

ρcpv2
0
, Q1 =

Q∗1ν (Cw−C∞)

v2
0 (Tw−T∞)

, (10)

E =
v2

0
cp (Tw−T∞)

, θ =
T ∗−T∞(
q′ν2/

kv0

) , C =
C∗−C∞(
j′′ν2/

Dv0

) , Sc =
ν

D
, γ =

Rν

v2
0

Using (7) and (10) in Eqs. (4)–(6), we get the following non-dimensional equations:

d2u
dy2 +

du
dy

+Grθ +Gmϕ−
(

M2 +
1
K

)
u = 0 (11)
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d2θ

dy2 +Pr
dθ

dy
+PrE

(
du
dy

)2

−Pr(F +ϕ)θ +PrEM2u2 +Q1C = 0 (12)

d2C
dy2 +Sc

dC
dy
−ScγC = 0 (13)

where Gr is the Grashof number, Gm is the solutal Grashof number, Pr is the Prandtl
number, M is the magnetic field parameter, F is the radiation parameter, Sc is the
Schmidt number, E is the Eckert number, ϕ is the heat source parameter, γ is the
chemical reaction parameter, Kis the permeability parameter and Q1 is the absorp-
tion of radiation parameter.

The corresponding boundary condition (8) and (9) in dimensionless form are

u = uslip = h
du
dy

,
∂θ

∂y
=−1,

∂C
∂y

=−1 at y = 0 (14)

u→ 0, θ → 0, C→ 0 as y→ ∞ (15)

where h =
√

k1
α1

v2
0

ν
is the rarefaction parameter.

3 Method of solution

It is difficult to obtain the closed-form solution of a set of coupled ordinary differ-
ential Eqs. (11)–(13). However, these equations can be solved analytically after
reducing them to a set of ordinary differential equations in dimensionless form.
Thus we can represent the velocity u, temperature θ and concentration C in terms
of power of Eckert number E as in the flow of an incompressible fluid Eckert num-
ber is always less than unity since the flow due to the Joules dissipation is super
imposed on the main flow. Hence, we can assume

u(y) = u0 (y)+Eu1 (y)+O
(
E2) , (16)

θ (y) = θ0 (y)+Eθ1 (y)+O
(
E2) , (17)

C (y) =C0 (y)+EC1 (y)+O
(
E2) , (18)

Substituting (16)–(18) in Eqs. (11)–(13) and equating the coefficient of zeroth
powers of E (i.e. O

(
E0
)
), we get the following set of equations:

u′′0 +u′0 +Grθ0 +GmC0− pu0 = 0 (19)

θ
′′
0 +Prθ

′
0−Pr(F +ϕ)θ0 +PrQ1C0 = 0 (20)

C′′0 +ScC′0−ScγC0 = 0 (21)
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Next, equating the coefficients of first-order of E (i.e. O
(
E1
)
), we obtain

u′′1 +u′1 +Grθ1 +GmC1− pu1 = 0 (22)

θ
′′
1 +Prθ

′
1−Pr(F +ϕ)θ1 +Pru2

0 +PrM2u2
0 +PrQ1C1 = 0 (23)

C′′1 +ScC′1−ScγC1 = 0 (24)

where p =
(
M2 + 1

K

)
and the corresponding boundary conditions are

u0 = hu′0, u1 = hu′1, θ
′
0 =−1, θ

′
1 = 0, C′0 =−1, C′1 = 0 at y = 0 (25)

u0→ 0, u1→ 0, θ0→ 0, θ1→ 0, C0→ 0, C1→ 0 as y→ ∞ (26)

Solving Eqs. (19)–(24) with the help of boundary conditions (25) and (26), we get

u0 = A7e−A4y +A5e−A2y +A6e−A1y (27)

θ0 =

(
1−A1A3

A2

)
e−A2y +A3e−A1y (28)

C0 =
1

A1
e−A1y (29)

u1 =A27e−A4y +A15e−A2y +A16e−2A1y +A17e−2A2y +A18e−2A4y +A19e−(A1+A2)y

+A20e−(A1+A4)y +A21e−(A2+A4)y

(30)

θ1 =A14e−A2y +A8e−2A1y +A9e−2A2y +A10e−2A4y +A11e−(A1+A2)y

+A12e−(A1+A4)y +A13e−(A2+A4)y
(31)

C1 = 0 (32)

where A’s are given in Appendix A.

The skin-friction coefficient is an important physical parameter for this type of
boundary layer flow which are defined and determined as follows:

C fx =
τw

ρv2
0
=

∂u
∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0

C fx =−
[
A4A7+A2A5+A1A6+E

(
A4A27 +A2A15 +2A1A16 +2A2A17 +2A4A18
+A19 (A1 +A2)+A20 (A1 +A4)+A21 (A2 +A4)

)]
(33)
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4 Results and discussions

The present paper deals with the problem of combined effect of MHD and Ohmic
heating in steady two-dimensional boundary layer slip flow of a viscous incom-
pressible dissipating fluid past a vertical permeable plate with the diffusion of
species in the presence of thermal radiation incorporating first-order chemical re-
action with uniform heat and mass flux. The solutions for velocity field, temper-
ature and concentration fields are obtained using perturbation technique. The ef-
fects of various physical parameters such as thermal Grashof number Gr, solutal
Grashof number Gm, magnetic field parameter M, porous permeability parame-
ter K, Schmidt number Sc, heat absorption parameter ϕ , absorption of radiation
parameter Q1, chemical reaction parameter γ , thermal radiation parameter F and
rarefaction parameter h on the velocity, temperature and the concentration profiles
can be analyzed from Figs. 1–18 and on skin friction coefficient in Tables. 1–3.

In the present study following default parameter values are adopted for computa-
tions: Gr = 2.0, Gm = 2.0, M = 1.0, K = 0.5, h = 0.2, Pr = 0.7, E = 0.01, F = 1.0,
ϕ = 1.0, Q1 = 1.0, Sc= 0.6 and γ = 0.5. All graphs and tables therefore correspond
to these values unless specifically indicated on the appropriate graph and table.

Figs. 1 and 2 depict the velocity profiles for cooled Newtonian fluid (Gr > 0) and
heating Newtonian fluid (Gr > 0), respectively. The thermal Grashof number sig-
nifies the relative effect of the thermal buoyancy (due to density differences) force
to the viscous hydrodynamic force in the boundary layer flow. As seen from this
figure that maximum peak value attains for Gr = 5.0 and minimum peak value
is observed in the absence of buoyancy force. This is due to the fact that buoy-
ancy force enhances fluid velocity and increase the boundary layer thickness with
increase in the value of Gr. It is observed that an increasing in Grleads to an in-
creasing in the value of velocity field. In addition, the curves show that the peak
value of velocity increases rapidly near the surface as the value of Gr increases, and
then decays to the free stream velocity. It is interesting to observe that back-flow
is reduced by increasing the value of Gr. No back-flow is observed for Gr =−1.0
and Gr = −2.0. The effect of solutal Grashof number Gm on velocity profiles in
the boundary layer is depicted in Fig. 3. The solutal Grashof number Gm defines
the ratio of the species buoyancy force to the viscous hydrodynamic force. Similar
phenomena is seen in Fig. 3 which shows that the velocity increases with increase
in the value of solutal Grashof number Gm. This is due to the fact that boundary
layer thickness increases with increase in the value of Gm.

The effect of magnetic field on velocity profiles in the boundary layer is depicted
in Fig. 4. From this figure it is seen that the velocity starts from minimum value
of zero at the surface and increases till it attains the peak value and then starts
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Figure 1: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Gr.

Figure 2: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Gr.
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Figure 3: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Gm.

Figure 4: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of M.
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Figure 5: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of K.

Figure 6: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of h.
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decreasing until it reaches to the minimum value at the end of the boundary layer
for all the values of magnetic field parameter. It is interesting to note that the effect
of magnetic field is to decrease the value of the velocity profile throughout the
boundary layer. The effect of magnetic field is more prominent at the point of peak
value i.e. the peak value drastically decreases with increases in the value of the
magnetic field, because the presence of magnetic field in an electrically conducting
fluid introduces a force called the Lorentz force, which acts against the flow if the
magnetic field is applied in the normal direction, as in the present problem. This
type of resisting force slows down the fluid velocity as shown in this figure. The
effect the reaction permeability parameter K on the velocity profiles is shown in
Fig. 5. As depicted in this figure, the effect of increasing the value of porous
permeability is to increase the value of the velocity component in the boundary
layer due to the fact that drag is reduced by increasing the value of the porous
permeability on the fluid flow which results in increased velocity.

The variation of velocity profile with rarefaction parameter is represented in Fig.
6. It is evident from this figure that velocity distribution increases rapidly near the
plate and then decreases exponentially far away from the plate till it attains the min-
imum values as y→∞. The effect of increasing the values of rarefaction parameter
is to increase the velocity in the momentum boundary layer with formation of sharp
peak near the surface. Thus the effect of h is more prominently observed very close
to the plate which ultimately vanished far away from the plate.

The effect of the radiation parameter F on the velocity and temperature are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The radiation parameter F defines the relative contri-
bution of conduction heat transfer to thermal radiation transfer. It is obvious that an
increase in the radiation parameter results in decreasing velocity within the bound-
ary layer. It is seen from Fig. 8 that the increase of the radiation parameter F leads
decrease the boundary layer thickness and thereby decrease in the value of the heat
transfer in the presence of thermal and solutal buoyancy force.

The effect of increasing the value of the heat absorption parameter ϕ is to decrease
the boundary layer as shown in Fig. 9, which is as expected due to the fact that
when heat is absorbed the buoyancy force decreases which retards the flow rate
and thereby giving rise to decrease in the velocity profiles. Fig. 10 has been plotted
to depict the variation of temperature profiles against y for different values of heat
absorption parameter ϕ by fixing other physical parameters. From this graph we
observe that temperature θ decreases with increase in the heat absorption parame-
ter ϕ because when heat is absorbed, the buoyancy force decreases the temperature
profile. The opposite trend is observed for the case of increasing the value of the
absorption of the radiation parameter due to increase in the buoyancy force which
accelerates the flow rate as shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 depicts the graph of tem-
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Figure 7: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of F .

Figure 8: Temperature profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of
F .
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Figure 9: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of ϕ .

Figure 10: Temperature profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values
of ϕ .
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Figure 11: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Q1.

Figure 12: Temperature profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values
of Q1.
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Figure 13: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Pr.

Figure 14: Temperature profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values
of Pr.
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Figure 15: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of Sc.

Figure 16: Concentration profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values
of Sc.
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Figure 17: Velocity profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values of γ .

Figure 18: Concentration profile against spanwise coordinate y for different values
of γ .
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perature profile θ for various values of absorption of radiation parameter Q1 in the
boundary layer. It is seen that the effect of absorption of radiation parameter is to
increase temperature in the boundary layer as the radiated heat is absorbed by the
fluid which is responsible for increase in the temperature of the fluid very close
to the porous boundary layer and its effect diminished far away from the porous
boundary.

The velocity of the flow field varies significantly with the variation of the Prandtl
number as seen from Fig. 13. It is observed that an increase in Pr leads to rise
in the values of velocity. In addition, the curves show that the peak value of ve-
locity decreases rapidly near the plate as Prandtl number increases. Peak velocity
is achieved near the plate which decays to the relevant free stream velocity. Fig.
14 shows that the temperature field is found to vary with decrease or increase with
variation of the Prandtl number. Curve with Pr = 0.7 represents for air and Pr = 7.0
for water at 200C. This indicates that the temperature profile for air is more than
water. This figure also shows that the temperature for water reduces at a greater
speed than for air. Thus it is pointed out that the temperature of the flow field di-
minishes as the Prandtl number increases, and higher the Prandtl number sharper
the reduction in the temperature of the flow field. The Prandtl number defines ther-
atio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity, so smaller values of Pr are
equivalent to increasing the thermal conductivities. Therefore, heat is able to dif-
fuse away from the heated plate more rapidly than for higher values of Pr. Hence
for higher values of Prandtl numbers, the boundary layer thickness decreases so the
rate of heat transfer is increased. Thus it is observed that increasing Prandtl num-
ber results in decrease of the temperature distribution. Thus the buoyancy force due
to temperature gradient has the effect of increasing the velocity of the fluid as the
Prandtl number is decreased as clearly seen from Fig. 13.

Fig. 15 describes the effect of Schmidt number Sc on the velocity profiles of the
flow field which reveal that the velocity profile decreases with increase in the value
of Schmidt number, i.e., the presence of heavier diffusing species has a retarding
effect on the velocity of the flow field. The variation of the concentration distribu-
tion of the flow field with the diffusion of the foreign species is shown in Fig. 16
for hydrogen (Sc = 0.2), Sc = 0.4, ammonia (Sc = 0.78), and Sc = 1.0. It is ob-
served from this figure that the concentration distribution decreases at all the points
of the flow field with increase of the Schmidt number Sc which shows that heavier
diffusing species have greater retarding effect on the concentration distribution of
the flow field, due to the fact that the boundary layer thickness greatly decreases
with increase in the value of the Schmidt number.

Fig. 17 depicts the effect of chemical reaction parameter γ on the velocity profiles
for generative chemical reaction. From this figure, which shows that the velocity
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decreases with increasing the rate of chemical reaction γ . Hence increase in the
chemical reaction rate parameter leads to a fall in the momentum boundary layer.
The effect the reaction rate parameter γ on the species concentration profiles for
generative chemical reaction is shown in Fig. 18. It is noticed for the graph that
there is marked effect of increasing the value of the chemical reaction rate parame-
ter γ on concentration distribution in the boundary layer. It is clearly observed from
this figure that the concentration of species value of 1.0 at vertical plate decreases
till it attains the minimum value of zero at the end of the boundary layer and this
trend is seen for all the values of reaction rate parameter. Further, it is observed that
increasing the value of the chemical reaction decreases the concentration of species
in the boundary layer, this is due to the fact that destructive chemical reduces the
solutal boundary layer thickness and increases the mass transfer.

In order to verify the accuracy of the present results, we have considered the an-
alytical solutions obtained by Acharya et al. (1968) and computed the numerical
results for skin-friction coefficient, local Nusselt number and local Sherwood num-
ber. These computed results are tabulated in Table 1. It is interesting to observe
from this table that the present results (under some limiting conditions) are in very
good agreement with the computed results obtained from the analytical solutions of
Acharya et al. (1968), which clearly shows the correctness of the present analytical
solutions and computed results.

Table 1: Comparison of present results with those of Acharya et al. (1968) with
different values of Mon C fx .

Acharya et al. (1968) Present results
(h = 0,ϕ = F = 0,Q1 = 0,γ = 0)

M C fx C fx

0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

2.6899
2.2693
1.6632
1.2519
0.9890

2.6899
2.2693
1.6632
1.2519
0.9890

Tables 2 and 3 show the effect of thermal Grashof number Gr, solutal Grashof
number Gm, is magnetic field parameter M, permeability parameter K, rarefaction
parameter, Prandtl number Pr, radiation parameter F , heat source parameter ϕ ,
absorption of radiation parameter Q1, Schmidt number Sc and chemical reaction
rate parameter γ on skin-friction coefficient C fx .
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From Table 2, it is seen that the effect of Gr, Gm and K is to increase skin-friction
coefficient C fx whereas opposite effect is seen on the values of skin-friction coeffi-
cient by increasing the values of M and h. It is clearly observed that the values of
skin friction coefficient C fx decrease with the increase in Pr, F and ϕ and increase
in the values of Q1 (Table 3).

Table 2: Variation of skin friction coefficient C fx for different values of physical
parameters.

Gr Gm M K h C fx

2.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
2.0

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4

0.8064
1.1517
1.2697
0.4137
0.8907
0.5865

Table 3: Variation of skin friction coefficient C fx for different values of physical
parameters.

Pr F ϕ Q1 C fx

0.7
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.7

2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
1.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0

1.2144
1.0490
1.1183
1.0588
1.5458

5 Conclusions

In this study, a numerical analysis has been presented about the influence of ther-
mal radiation and a magnetic field on a steady mixed convective boundary layer
slip flow (taking into account a homogeneous chemical reaction of first-order, ab-
sorption of radiation in the presence of Ohmic dissipation and viscous dissipation).
The nonlinear and coupled governing equations have been solved analytically by
a perturbation technique. The physical parameters found to affect the fields un-
der consideration are the Grashof number, magnetic field parameter, permeability
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parameter, radiation parameter, Prandtl number, absorption of radiation parame-
ter, heat absorption parameter, Schmidt number and chemical reaction parameter.
From the computed results the following conclusions are drawn:

The Grashof numbers for heat transfer Gr and mass transfer Gm accelerate the flow
velocity.

1. The Grashof numbers for heat transfer Gr and mass transfer Gm accelerate
the flow velocity.

2. The magnetic parameter M retards the velocity of the flow field at all points
due to the magnetic pull of the Lorentz force.

3. The concentration distribution of the flow field decreases at all points as the
Schmidt number Sc increases. This means the heavier diffusing species have
a greater retarding effect on the concentration distribution of the flow field.

4. It is found that the velocity as well as concentration decreases with an in-
crease in the chemical reaction parameter.

5. The effect of increasing the values of rarefaction parameter is to increase the
velocity in the momentum boundary layer with formation of a sharp peak
near the surface.

6. It is found that the velocity as well as temperature decreases with an increase
in the heat thermal radiation parameter and source parameter whereas the
opposite trend is seen by increasing the values of thermal and absorption of
radiation parameter.

7. An increase in the Prandtl number, the Schmidt number, the magnetic param-
eter, or the radiation parameter leads to a decrease in the value of the skin-
friction coefficient, while an increase in the permeability parameter, thermal
Grashof number, or the solutal Grashof number leads to an increase in the
value of the skin-friction coefficient.
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Appendix A

A1 =
Sc+

√
Sc2 +4Sc
2

, A2 =
Pr+

√
Pr2+4Pr(F +ϕ)

2
,

A3 =
−PrQ1

A1
(
A2

1−PrA1−Pr(F +ϕ)
) , A4 =

1+
√

1+4p
2

,

A5 =
−Gr

(
1−A1A3

A2

)
A2

2−A2− p
, A6 =

−
(

GrA3 +Gm/
A1

)
A2

1−A1− p
,

A7 =
−(A5 (1+hA2)+A6 (1+hA1))

(1+hA4)
, A8 =

−PrA2
6

(
A2

1 +M2
)

4A2
1−2PrA1−Pr(F +ϕ)

,

A9 =
−PrA2

5

(
A2

2 +M2
)

4A2
2−2PrA2−Pr(F +ϕ)

, A10 =
−PrA2

7
(
A2

4 +M2
)

4A2
4−2PrA4−Pr(F +ϕ)

,
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A11 =
−2PrA5A6

(
A1A2 +M2

)
(A1 +A2)

2−Pr(A1 +A2)−Pr(F +ϕ)
,

A12 =
−2PrA6A7

(
A1A4 +M2

)
(A1 +A4)

2−Pr(A1 +A4)−Pr(F +ϕ)
,

A13 =
−2PrA5A7

(
A2A4 +M2

)
(A2 +A4)

2−Pr(A2 +A4)−Pr(F +ϕ)
,

A14 =−(2A1A8+2A2A9+2A4A10+A11 (A1 +A2)+A12 (A1 +A4)+A13 (A2 +A4)) ,

A15 =
−GrA14

A2
2−A2− p

, A16 =
−GrA8

4A2
1−2A1− p

, A17 =
−GrA9

4A2
2−2A2− p

,

A18 =
−GrA10

4A2
4−2A4− p

, A19 =
−GrA11

(A1 +A2)
2− (A1 +A2)− p

,

A20 =
−GrA12

(A1 +A4)
2− (A1 +A4)− p

, A21 =
−GrA13

(A2 +A4)
2− (A2 +A4)− p

,

A22 = A19 (A1 +A2) ,A23 = A20 (A1 +A4) ,

A24 = A21 (A2 +A4) , A25 = 2(A1A16 +A2A17 +A4A18) ,

A26 = A15 +A16 +A17 +A18 +A19 +A20 +A21,

A27 =
−(h(A2A15 +A25 +A22 +A23 +A24)+A26)

(1+hA4)
.


